
 
 Transoft Solutions Expands its Training Programs with the Launch of 

 Live Web-based Training 
 

New Web-Based Training Allows New Transoft Solutions Users to Have All of the Benefits of Instructor Led 
Class Room Training at Their Workstations. 

 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
July 6, 2009 – Vancouver, BC, Canada  
 
Transoft Solutions, developers of industry leading software for the engineering and architectural communities, 
announces the launch of live web-based training for the AutoTURN, AeroTURN Pro, GuidSIGN, ParkCAD, and TORUS 
software applications. Registration information and schedule for the instructor led classes are now available at 
www.transoftsolutions.com/webtraining.aspx.  
 
“A live web-based training program has been long requested by users in consulting firms and departments of 
transportation for sometime,” said Vice-President of Marketing and Sales, Noel Dolotallas. “We are excited to deliver a 
cost effective training solution that quickly gives designers an understanding of the full functionality of our software so 
that they can achieve maximum designing productivity on a minimized learning curve.” 
 
Developed as a synthesis of desktop training and on-site class based training, these new training courses are taught in a 
live, interactive, online learning environment. The new web-based training offers users the unique ability to learn and 
engage in a hands-on exercise while using their own workstations. The interactive environment provides participants 
with the ability to pose and have questions answered in real-time. Additionally, once the training session begins, 
accompanying training PDF documents will be presented for download for reference during and after the session. 
 
The new training sessions, led by Product Specialist, William Yeung, are broken down into Essentials and Advanced 
courses. Both courses are focused on elevating the skill levels of all users of Transoft Solutions products by focusing on 
the depth and usability of the software. Designers interested in registering for both the Essentials and the Advanced 
training sessions will receive an added bonus of a 10% price discount. 
 
Users interested in registering for web-based training should note that a broadband internet connection and the most 
current versions of AutoTURN, AeroTURN Pro, GuidSIGN, ParkCAD, or TORUS are required.  
 
For further information about Transoft Solutions’ training products and services, our suite of productivity enhancing tools, 
training solutions, or to download free software demos or sign up for web-based demonstrations, visit 
www.transoftsolutions.com. 
 
About Transoft Solutions 
Established in 1991, Transoft Solutions Inc. develops the most thoroughly researched and innovative CAD-based 
software for the engineering and architectural design communities. As an Autodesk Developer Network Professional 
and Bentley Developer Network Commercial member Transoft Solutions continues to deliver software second to none. 
Known as a world-wide industry leader, Transoft Solutions suite of productivity enhancing solutions have become the 
trusted de-facto standard for over 90% of the Top 100 ENR AEC firms, 85% of North American departments of 
transportation, and regulatory agencies including AASHTO. 
 
 For more information on Transoft Solutions’ family of products, please visit www.transoftsolutions.com or call direct 
1.888.244.8387 
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